
Advancing Small-Scale  
LNG Monetization 
Partnering with first movers in select markets becomes more attractive when all 
segments of the supply chain can see opportunities for capturing profitability

The LNG market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 12.45% over a 2019 – 2025 forecast period and is expected to reach 
a value of $20.28 billion by 2025, according to a MarketWatch study released near the end of 2019, with most capacity  
coming from mega-LNG facilities. However, many of the market opportunities are coming from small-scale liquefied natural 
gas (ssLNG) operations. 

Modularized ssLNG facilities in the 0.5 to 2 mtpa (million tonnes per annum) range can be brought online quickly,  
reducing overall cost and complexity, such as the Eagle LNG Partners project in Jacksonville, Florida, as LNG from natural gas 
resources rapidly captures a larger percentage of energy mix options.

This transformation is enabled with technological improvements at every stage across the natural gas value chain. Against this 
backdrop, the 1.65 million gallons per day (gpd) Jacksonville ssLNG project represents a “repeatable” model with the greatest 
potential for monetizing the unique North American LNG resource and supply structure. 

PROSPECTS

Some analysts report an LNG surplus of roughly 100 metric mtpa, compelling a curtailment of LNG capacity, even as  
several mega-LNG projects approach startup. Long-term ssLNG market prospects are nonetheless favorable with the  
transition towards LNG as a fuel option. Consequently, flexible U.S. cargoes may prove to be attractive options.  
Currently, it’s the mega-LNG owners that are more exposed to price sensitivity with regards to long-term contracts and  
other tolling agreements.  

Considering that ssLNG plants are less commoditized, they can provide monetization opportunities when partnering 
with consumers that can’t be served by pipelines; such as with islands in the Caribbean that are seeing a rapid growth in  
certain industries (e.g., pharmaceuticals) and require a reliable source of clean energy. Lack of a reliable power grid on these  
islands predicates the benefits from modular LNG powered generators in the 50 MW or less range.

The emerging IMO 2020 bunkering market (less than 0.5 wt% sulfur) has generated worldwide interest in supplying this 
market with LNG’s near-zero sulfur content, preferably from facilities strategically positioned to serve LNG-powered  
container ship bunkering operations. Small-scale facilities are also well positioned to meet the growing demand for  
remote power generation and microgrids.
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SELECTIVE MARKETS

Capital intensive mega-LNG projects require complex technologies against a moving target of constantly changing  
regulations and breakeven costs upwards of $12/MMBtu–$14/MMBtu. According to industry analysts, the new bar for 
future projects may be around $4/MMBtu, the Asian LNG spot price reported in early 2020. Therefore, small-scale rapid  
deployment LNG options are gaining favor, offering a “plug and play” option with accelerated commissioning schedules and 
project execution timing. 

To move projects forward in a select market, Eagle LNG and its partners share the financial risks and rewards with all  
stakeholders and beneficiaries in the supply and distribution chain. For planned projects to go forward, all options for  
attracting investors and reducing capital should be considered, including:

Project developers have more flexibility with small-scale projects, such as with Eagle LNG’s utilization of business models  
involving various ranges of risk sharing.  

• Addition of modular capacity as needed 
• Standardization of design
• Optimization of high-cost items
• Reduced time-to-market
• Use of prefabricated equipment rather  
      than field-fabricated equipment

PARTNERSHIPS

Eagle LNG provides prospective ssLNG market participants and investors with familiar types of investment risks (i.e., pricing, 
contracts). For example, a shipowner considering LNG-powered engines for an upcoming project does not want the fuel 
purchasing process to dramatically change. This is when the LNG supplier needs to ensure the fuel price is transparent and 
predictable with a commitment term that suits the shipowner’s needs. 

For ssLNG facilities, opportunities exist to reduce costs in several critical areas. For example, unlike the storage tanks for  
mega-size LNG projects, small-scale facilities can use prefabricated tanks. According to a paper recently published paper in 
Gas Processing & LNG by R. S. Bhullar, “While large conventional LNG terminals must use atmospheric storage, ssLNG’s can 
leverage new technologies, such as pressurized storage tanks available off-the-shelf from multiple suppliers in increments of 
1,000 m3.” 

Bhullar also noted that, “One of the highest-cost items for most large LNG projects is boiloff gas (BOG) handling. In  
contrast, BOG handling costs for most ssLNG plants can be significantly reduced by allowing the storage tank pressure to 
increase.” The resulting high-pressure gas is then injected into the pipeline or burned for auxiliary power generation. LNG  
vaporization is another high cost component for mega facilities, but not with ssLNG configurations using an ambient air  
atmospheric vaporizer. 
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DRIVERS

The universal drivers for ssLNG depend to a large extent on geographic location. For example, in the Caribbean and most of 
Central America, the biggest need is for power to fuel economic growth. Due to limited access to a reliable utility grid in many 
areas, the industry is beginning to report an uptick in LNG to power small-to-moderate sized generators, replacing sulfur and 
NOx-emitting diesel and fuel oil. Although diesel prices are relatively low at present due to the glut of oil being processed, the 
natural gas option will be favored in the long run. 

A recent PwC study noted that by 2030, if the price of LNG costs between $3 and $4 per mmBtu with oil above $90 a  
barrel, LNG demand will increase more than four times what it would be if LNG cost more than $9 per mmBtu, with oil  
between $50 and $60 a barrel. To better monetize these differentials, Eagle LNG develops LNG fueling solutions of all scales 
and scope. For example, new crude supply tankers, cruise ships and passenger ferries are being built to run on LNG based 
on business models involving risk sharing to ensure transparent and predictable fuel prices with a commitment term suiting  
customer needs. 

As these initiatives are realized, opportunities for infrastructure development are emerging for first-movers able to respond 
quickly to shifting market dynamics and swiftly develop solutions to new challenges. These opportunities include small LNG 
terminals that can be supplied by smaller marine vessels, or even trucks or trains. For domestic and international gas use, 
small-capacity ISO containers are already available that can be trucked to remote locations.

PROFITABILITY

In the U.S., small-scale focused infrastructures for LNG distribution are developed with a goal of rapid profitability. In these 
projects, the ssLNG producer draws feed gas from a gas pipeline grid, liquefies the gas in a small liquefaction plant, and 
then transports the produced LNG fuel to nearby marine terminals, where new environmental initiatives are being enforced. 
Other ssLNG opportunities may come from monetizing small pockets of stranded gas. A greater number of small-scale  
business developers are seeking partnerships for this market to charter a path toward a lower cost, smarter, safer and cleaner  
energy future.

Preliminary analysis shows average shipping costs per ton of LNG is high for ssLNG, compared to large-scale LNG  
transportation. However, the smaller CAPEX and shorter rate of return for ssLNG can offset these costs. Only experienced, 
innovative bulk LNG providers like Eagle LNG can safely and efficiently deliver powerful customized solutions for a  
sustainable future. The Jacksonville and Maxville projects have proven that even small-scale ventures can accomplish  
big objectives. 

In fact, after the September 2019 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) authorization to have Eagle LNG  
construct and operate the 0.14 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d) Jacksonville Project, Secretary of Energy Rick Perry said, “I am  
excited to see a company like Eagle LNG developing new and innovative ways to use U.S. LNG.” Perry also said, “I am 
pleased that the Department of Energy was able to efficiently approve Eagle LNG’s export application after the FERC  
approved the project, allowing Eagle LNG to bring their innovative LNG solutions to the market as quickly as possible.”
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COLLABORATIVE SPIRIT

Solving future LNG challenges doesn’t call for a one-size-fits-all solution. Maximizing the monetization potential of Eagle 
LNG’s Maxville and Jacksonville ssLNG projects called for new perspectives, calculated approaches, and taking plans to 
completion in collaboration with other forward-thinking organizations for:

•  Marine: Developing new designs for terminal and shore-side bunker operations 
•  Power generation: Adding LNG capacity for utilities and on-site power generation users.
•  Exports: Small volumes via ISO containers or bulk volumes through smaller dedicated vessels
•  Rail: Implementation of LNG as fuel for locomotives & rail transport across the continent
•  Mining: Customizing fueling and power solutions for remote and limited infrastructure

Whether the business opportunity involves exporting LNG to underserved markets or supplying fuel to transportation  
infrastructures and generation of clean LNG power, Eagle LNG’s state-of-the-art facilities provide high-quality LNG. 

With the Maxville liquefaction and marine terminal now dedicated to supply LNG to Crowley Puerto Rico Services for use  
in their LNG-powered Commitment Class ships, and the Jacksonville facility soon to come online, a wide range of other  
monetization opportunities are forthcoming from these efficient infrastructures. Eagle LNG’s real success is in building  
relationships between other like-minded, innovative companies driving to the same solution.  
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

 +1 832.709.0750
 info@eaglelng.com

www.eaglelng.com
mailto:info@eaglelng.com
https://twitter.com/eaglelng
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eagle-lng
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHwhUn8Js3N82QmFs3O-rjQ/



